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T

here is no Moore’s Law for user
interfaces. Human-computer interaction
has not changed fundamentally for nearly
two decades. Most users interact with

computers by typing, pointing, and clicking. The majority of work in human-computer

(GUIs) that give users direct control and perdictability. These properties provide the user a
clear model of what commands and action are
possible and what their affects will be; they allow
users to have a sense of accomplishment and
responsibility about their interactions with computer applications.
Although these endeavors have been very
successful, and the WIMP (windows, icons,
menus, pointer) paradigm has served to provide
a stable and global face to computing, it is clear
this paradigm will not scale to match the myriad form factors and uses of computers in the
future. Computing devices are becoming
smaller and ubiquitous, and interaction with
them is becoming more and more pervasive in
our daily lives. At the same time, large-scale displays are becoming more common, and we are
beginning to see a convergence between computers and television. In all cases, the need arises
for more general and intuitive ways of interacting with the technology. Pointing, clicking, and
typing—though still appropriate for many uses
of computers in the foreseeable future—will not
be how most people interact with the majority
of computing devices for long.
What we need are interaction techniques well
matched with how people will use computers.

From small, mobile devices carried or worn to
powerful devices embedded in homes, businesses, and automobiles—one size does not fit
all. Is there a paradigm that captures the essence
of such diverse future HCI requirements? We
believe there is, and it is grounded in how people interact with each other and with the real
world. This is the essence of perceptual user interfaces (PUIs).
PUIs are characterized by interaction techniques that combine an understanding of natural human capabilities (particularly
communication, motor, cognitive, and perceptual skills) with computer I/O devices and
machine perception and reasoning. They seek
to make the user interface more natural and
compelling by taking advantage of the ways in
which people naturally interact with each other
and with the world—both verbally and nonverbally. Devices and sensors should be transparent
and passive if possible, and machines should
perceive relevant human communication channels as well as generate output that is naturally
understood. This is expected to require integration at multiple levels of technologies such as
speech and sound recognition and generation,
computer vision, graphical animation and visualization, language understanding, touch-based
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sensing and feedback (haptics), learning, user model- synthetic sound—-each of which may be appropriate in
ing, and dialogue management.
different circumstances, whether that be desktop apps,
The accompanying figure illustrates how PUI hands-free mobile use, or embedded household
encompasses research in several areas. Although the fig- systems.
ure shows information flow in the context of a traditional computer form factor, PUI is intended for new There are a number of challenges facing the
form factors as well.
development and use of PUIs. It is an ambitious
A perceptive UI (as opposed to PUI) is one that adds endeavor with diverse elements. The articles in this spehuman-like perceptual capabilities to the computer, for cial section present both challenges and early results
example, making the computer aware of what the user is toward the goal of perceptual interfaces. They are not
saying or what the user’s face, body, and hands are doing. exhaustive, but rather serve as examples of efforts in this
These interfaces provide input to the computer while area. (See [1] for others.) Oviatt and Cohen summarize
leveraging human communication and motor skills.
multimodal interfaces, emphasizing their extensive
Multimodal UI is closely related, emphasizing work on speech and pen-based systems. This work
human communication skills. We
shows how multiple modalities
Information flow in perceptual
use multiple modalities when we
can lead to more stable and robust
Figure 1. Information flow in Perceptual
user
engage in face-to-face communicasystems (for example, reducing
User interfaces.
Interfaces.
tion, leading to more effective
error and disfluency rates).
communication. Most work on
Pentland proposes perceptual
multimodal UI has focused on
intelligence as being key to interMultimedia
computer input (for example,
facing with the coming generausing speech together with pentions of machines; he describes
Multimodal
based gestures). Multimodal outsmart rooms and smart clothes—
put uses different modalities, like
two classes of adaptive sensorPerceptive
visual display, audio, and tactile
based environments—and techfeedback, to engage human pernologies required to support
ceptual, cognitive, and communithem. Crowley et al. delve into the
cation skills in understanding what
specific area of computer visionis being presented. In multimodal
based sensing and perception of
UI, various modalities are somehuman activity. They provide a
times used independently and sometimes simultane- broad view of the field and describe two projects that
ously or tightly coupled.
use visual perception to enhance graphical interfaces.
Multimedia UI, which has experienced an enormous Reeves and Nass address the need to better understand
amount of research during the last two decades, uses human perception and psychology as it relates to interperceptual and cognitive skills to interpret information action with technology, and describe results from their
presented to the user. Text, graphics, audio, and video human-centered experiments. The sidebars by Tan and
are the typical media used. Multimedia research focuses Picard provide additional information about specific
on the media, while multimodal research focuses on PUI research area, namely haptics and affective comthe human perceptual channels. From that point of puting, while Bobick et al. describe a large-scale PUI
view, multimedia research is a subset of multimodal application called the “KidsRoom.” c
output research.
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